
THE GENUINE ARTICLE!
EXERCISE 1 - Using the SAME words in the SAME ORDER expand the following into complete
sentences and punctuate where necessary:

 1. life/medieval times/invariably harsh/poorer classes

Life in medieval times was invariably harsh for (the) poorer classes. 

 2. painting/in/window/not/sale

The painting in the window is not for sale.

 3. discovery/america/great step forward/history/man

The discovery of America was a great step forward in the history of Man.

4. doctors/have to/study/six years/order/qualify/england

Doctors have to study for six years in order to qualify in England.

 5. himalayas/form/greatest/mountain range/world

The Himalayas form the greatest mountain range in the world.

 6. mans future/inextricably linked/conquest/space

Man’s future is inextricably linked to the conquest of space.

 7. i/not really/care/whether i/go/heaven/hell

I do not really care whether I go to Heaven or Hell.

 8. pyramids/fascinated/egyptologists/ever since/built

The pyramids have fascinated Egyptologists ever since they were built.

 9. fire/good servant/bad master

Fire is a good servant but a bad master.

10. middle east/been/trouble spot/many years

The Middle East has been a trouble spot for many years.

EXERCISE 2 - ditto:

 1. king henry vi/cut/hand/hunting/died/blood-poisoning

King Henry VI cut his hand while hunting and died of blood-poisoning.

 2. french/architecture/more ambitious/english

French architecture is more ambition than English.

 3. top-class/athletes/earn/lot/money/these days

Top-class athletes earn a lot of money these days.

 4. true love/rare/precious/but/can/also/blind

True love is rare and precious but can also be blind.

 5. death/napoleon/subject/fascination/historians/long time

The death of Napoleon has been a subject of fascination among historians for a long time.

 6. sport/france/heavily/subsidised/state

Sport in France is heavily subsidised by the state.

 7. pop stars/often/surprisingly/generous/in their donations/charity

Pop stars are often surprisingly generous in their donations to charity.

8. queen elisabeth/at one time/biggest ship/world

The Queen Elizabeth was at one time the biggest ship in the world.

 9. men/generally accepted/be/more aggressive drivers/women

Men are generally accepted to be more aggressive drivers than women.

10. even/small earthquakes/can/extremely destructive 

Even small earthquakes can be extremely destructive.


